
#1 Every participant is hear and heard clearly as if in the same room.
CP960 harnesses acoustic technologies from Harman, and the co-engineered the speaker phone 
reproduces the voice faithfully and clearly. Combined with Yealink sophisticated HD voice technology, 
CP960 stands out from other conference phones in the voice quality

#2 Now it is OK to make some noise
CP960 integrates the Yealink Noise Proof technology to effectively eliminate annoying background 
noise during the conferencing, especially when you are in an open space

#3 Want to walk around while speaking? No problem
CP960 covers a voice pickup range of 20-foot(6m), dead-zone free. The CPW90 wireless 
microphone adopting DECT technology supports 66-foot (20m) away from CP960 and 
10-foot (3m) voice pickup range. 

#4 Bigger and Colorful
CP960 incorporates a full-color 5-inch touchscreen interface for smooth operation and better experience.
Screen information is at-a-glance and phone control is at your fingertips.

#5 Do more at one time
CP960 creates a virtual meeting room user interface-the Yealink Pentagon Meeting Room,offering up 
to 5-party conferencing. It is for you to create a meeting simply, inviting participants directly and 
recognize the speaker easily. 

# 6 Using different devices? You bet.
CP960 enables the Hybrid UC Meeting for extra convenience. Whether a softphone call on the PC 
or a mobile phone call, you can route the call the CP960 via USB port or Bluetooth to join or invite  
conference participants easily.  

#7 Android OS 
CP960 allows third party apps integration by adopting Android OS. Enrich its usability based on your 
needs easily.

#8 Plug-and-play, no more headaches
CP960 is friendly to IT department, easy to deploy and simple to use. Saving your time for more 
valuable tasks.

#9 Never forget the flexibility you need
CP960 supports up to 10-hour local call recording, built-in Wi-Fi for less cabling, Bluetooth 
connectivity, and a 3.5mm jack for voice output

#10 A nice price
CP960 is an enterprise-grade conference phone letting you save travel cost, enhance communication
efficiency and protect ROI, at a price that’s affordable to you.
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